Subject: Regarding Information Bulletin for DNB/CET/CETSS/SCREENING TEST (FMGE) Examination

- Information Bulletin cum Application Form for DNB/CET/CETSS/Screening Test (FMGE) Examination can be obtained from:
  1. Selected branches of INDIAN BANK
  2. Selected branches of AXIS BANK

- List of branches of above banks from where Information Bulletin can be obtained is available at www.natboard.edu.in

- Cost of Information Bulletin and Application Form is Rs.750+Bank Charges*

- The Information Bulletin cum Application Form can also be downloaded from NBE website www.natboard.edu.in under Download information bulletin link.

- Kindly note that Bulletin cum Application Form charges (Rs.750/-) shall be deposited by way of Pay-in-Slip and copy of Pay-In-Slip be submitted along with internet downloaded Application Form to NBE

- In case of any query kindly contact:
  011-46054605 (Monday to Friday between 09:30AM to 05:30 PM)
  Or
  email: other@natboard.edu.in
  or
  Fax: 011-45593009

* As per respective Bank’s Policy
Subject: Submission of Fee for Exams / Thesis etc

The fees can be deposited in CASH along with prescribed Challan / Pay-in-Slip at:
1. All Branches of INDIAN BANK
2. Selected Branches of Axis Bank

The list of branches of Axis Bank is available at www.natboard.edu.in. Detail of Indian Bank can be seen at www.indianbank.in

In case of any query kindly contact:

011-46054605 (Monday to Friday between 09:30AM to 05:30 PM)

Or

email: other@natboard.edu.in

or

Fax: 011-45593009

Kindly note that separate challan / pay-in-slip is to be used for each category of fees. The same can be downloaded from website www.natboard.edu.in under Notice Category Link --> Challan & Pay-in-slip. Please note that separate challan for depositing Information Bulletin Application Fee and Examination fee has to be downloaded for respective banks as mentioned in website.

Banks are permitted to levy transaction charges for the above as follows:
Indian Bank - Rs.40/- per Challan
Axis Bank - Rs.70 per Challan